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SCANNING

West Traffic Division has experienced a long standing problem of controlling speed
violations in the West Los Angeles canyon areas. Police Officer II+2 Sol A. Lebus was
assigned to the West Los Angeles Area to coordinate the Department's efforts to
address the problem and to enlist the assistance of the community most affected by the
problem. Officer Lebus1 research included reviewing statistics of speed-related traffic
collisions and complaints by citizens living or employed in the area.

The canyon areas have many narrow thoroughfares with numerous extreme curves and
uphill and downhill grades. Many residences abut the roadways, there are no sidewalks
for pedestrian travel, and there is often reduced visibility due to foliage. Some canyon
areas have wide straightaways, with uphill and downhill grades and wide sweeping curves.
At various times, there is water on the roadways from residents watering their property
or rain flowing down the canyon streets.

These routes through the canyons link the San Fernando Valley area with the cities of
Beverly Hills, Santa Monica, Culver City, West Hollywood and metropolitan Los Angeles.
Hence, a great amount of commuter traffic passes through the area to avoid the
congested Sepulveda Pass on the 405 Freeway.

ANALYSIS

Statistical information for the last three years and six months supported the need to
address the speed violation problem. In 1993, 348 injury traffic accidents occurred, 71
(20%) of which were speed related. In 1994, there were 340 injury traffic accidents, of
which 65 (19%) were speed related. During 1995, 347 injury traffic accidents occurred,
of which 72 (21%) were speed related.

Seventy-seven complaints of speeding vehicles were lodged with the Community Traffic
Services Unit, West Traffic Division, from January 1993 through June 30, 1996. Many of
these complaints are related to long-term, ongoing problems assigned to Community
Traffic Services Unit officers in the West Los Angeles area.

The problem involved residents of the area, as well as commuter traffic traveling between
the San Fernando Valley and the metropolitan Los Angeles area.

Three of these speed-related accidents resulted in fatalities, 12 resulted in major,
incapacitating injuries, and 220 resulted in other injuries. Prior to January 1996, the
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traditional method of enforcement had been the only effort employed to reduce the
problem. The results of these efforts were temporary reductions of speed, based on the
availability of officers to address the problem.

There had been homeowners' association meetings involving Captain Mark Leap and
Officers Lebus and Bill Justice discussing the speed problems and enforcement efforts.

RESPONSE

In July 1995, Officer Lebus met with Ms. Silvie Brown, Chairman of the Traffic
Committee, Beverly Glen Homeowners' Association. Ms. Brown advised Officer Lebus
that she had recently read of a program in Ohio where citizen volunteers were assisting
the police with recording speed violations in their neighborhoods. Officer Lebus
obtained a copy of the program. He then approached Captain Mark Leap, Commanding
Officer, West Traffic Division, and explained what he had learned of the Ohio program.
Captain Leap assigned Officer Lebus to develop a similar plan to be used in the West
Los Angeles canyon areas. Officer Lebus developed a program which involved the
community, acting in partnership with the police, in the detection of violators and
presented it to Captain Leap, who then forwarded the plan to the Department's Traffic
Coordinator and the City Attorney for approval and implementation on a Citywide basis.

In January 1996, Officer Lebus used civilian volunteers assigned to the West Los Angeles
Area to look at the plan in action. He provided the training for the volunteers; and on
three occasions, he implemented a test program. A couple of minor problems surfaced
which Officer Lebus addressed. The next step in the process was to enlist volunteers to
be part of the program. Officer Lebus attended the Beverly Glen Homeowners'
Association meeting and had no trouble obtaining willing participants. On March 26,
1996, the program was implemented under the leadership of Officer Lebus. The
Community Speed Watch Program had officially begun, teaming the community and
police in a joint effort to solve a long standing traffic problem in West Los Angeles.

The program provides use of a City-owned radar gun to monitor the speed of vehicles
traveling through selected areas. The results are recorded on a log which is returned to
the Department, detailing the license numbers of vehicles violating the speed regulations.
The Department of Motor Vehicles is queried to identify the registered owners of the
vehicles. A letter from the Department is then sent to advise the registered owners of
the program and that their vehicle was monitored in violation of the speed laws. A brief
encouragement is included, promoting the safety enhancement of driving within the
speed limits throughout the City.
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On April 3, 1996, the plan was presented at a press conference. A follow-up article
touting the program was printed by the Los Angeles Times. This created interest for
several other community groups. Officer Lebus made several presentations to
homeowners' associations and handled requests for information from several Los Angeles
Police Divisions, the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Office, Beverly Hills Police
Department, Palm Desert Police Department, Cathedral City Police Department and the
Azusa Police Department.

Officer Lebus developed an application for volunteers to submit an agreement to
conditions of the program; an instruction sheet on the use of radar; a hands-on training
program for volunteers; a "train the trainer" program for other officers who will be
instructing and overseeing the program in their areas of assignment; a log reflecting the
monitoring of violators; and a letter from the Department to registered owners of
vehicles monitored in excess of posted speed limits. A sign out log for use of the radar
equipment has also been initiated.

The criteria that were most important prior to implementation of the program were the
legal issues and liability issues which were addressed by the City Attorney. The cost
issues were minimal, as the officer can conduct training and oversee the program as part
of his duty day. The equipment involved is minimal, and the use of volunteers creates no
cost to the City. The cost for issuing letters to violators is basically limited to the amount
of postage needed to mail such letters.

The intent of the Community Speed Watch Program is to create the atmosphere that
speed violations will not be accepted by the community. The potential violators' frame
of mind can be positively affected by the presence of volunteers assisting the police in
reducing the speed problems in their respective neighborhoods.

EVALUATION

The most obvious results of the program have been the marked decrease in injury traffic
accidents in the canyon areas of West Los Angeles. From January 1 through June 30,
1996, the area experienced 102 injury traffic accidents compared to 180 injury accidents
for that same time in 1995. This difference of 78 injury accidents equates to a 43%
reduction. The speed-related injury accidents also show a decrease of 15 for a 35%
reduction for the same time frames. These reductions are well in excess of West Traffic
Division's goal of reducing injury accidents.

The Community Speed Watch Program is in the early stages and is continuously being
evaluated. There are now six community groups actively participating in the program in
different areas of West Bureau, and officers from the Community Traffic Services Unit
are in the process of enlisting and training more community groups.
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Another indicator of the program's success is the feedback provided by the volunteers
who are observing reductions in the speed of vehicles, as their presence is now becoming
quite well known in the selected areas.

Officer Lebus was involved in the initial evaluation of the program. Officers of the
Community Traffic Services Unit, the West Traffic Division Commanding Officer, and
the watch commanders are now involved in the continuous evaluation of the program.

One of the problems associated with the program has been the need to add a third
volunteer to the team to effectively record the vehicle information on the log. Another
problem was the safe placement of the volunteer teams to conduct the monitoring, i.e.,
establishing safe locations out of the traffic lanes. Officer Lebus has addressed and
resolved these areas of concern.

The program will continue to be monitored in the form of officers evaluating the
effectiveness of the volunteers, the issuance of letters to the registered owners of vehicles
violating the speed laws and the reduction of speed-related injury traffic collisions.

An excellent example of Community Policing, the program can serve as a model for
other Departments or agencies plagued with speed violations.

PHILOSOPHY AND ORGANIZATION

The Community Speed Watch Program was initiated by Officer Lebus. This project
required 40 hours of preparation prior to its approval. Officer Lebus then spent
approximately 20 hours per week training the volunteers, speaking to homeowner's
groups concerning the use of the program, querying the Department of Motor Vehicles,
sending letters to registered owners of vehicles and answering numerous calls for
information on the program.

Officers of West Traffic Division are currently being trained in problem-solving and
problem-oriented policing. This training has been ongoing for approximately one year.

No incentives have been offered to officers engaged in problem-solving other than
Departmental commendations and recognition.
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ADDENDA

1. Los Angeles Times article "Gunning for Speeders"

2. Department letter to registered owner of violating vehicle

3. Community Speed Watch Program Agreement

4. Community Speed Watch Observation Log







FIELD(name)
FIELD(address)

Dear FIELD(salutation):

The Los Angeles Police Department sponsors a traffic safety program known as the Community Speed
Watch Program (CSWP). The CSWP allows trained community members to borrow a speed-measuring
radar unit from the police department and conduct traffic speed checks in their neighborhoods. The
CSWP is intended to enhance the traffic safety of all vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, and residents of
the City of Los Angeles.

On FIELD(date viol occurred), at FrELD(time viol occurred), a FIELD(veh descrip) with license #
FIELD(license no.) was observed speeding by one of the CSW? volunteers at FIELD(Ioc of viol). This
vehicle, which is registered to you. was observed traveling at FIELD(radar speed) miles per hour in a
posted FIELD(posted speed) miles per hour zone.

Although no citation will be issued as a result of this observation, it is hoped that you will take the
necessary action to ensure that no future violations occur. As the registered owner of this vehicle, it is
your responsibility to ensure that your vehicle is operated in a safe manner, regardless of who the driver
might be.

On behalf of the Los Angeles Police Department and the CSWP participants. I would like to take this
opportunity to enlist your aid in promoting traffic safety, not'only in the City of Los Angeles, but also on
all roads and highways. It is the hope of the Los Angeles Police Department and the CSWP volunteers
that your vehicles are operated at or below the posted speed limits at all times.

Your cooperation is appreciated. If you have any questions regarding this notification, please contact
Officer FrELD(officer's name) of West Traffic Community Traffic Services Unit at (310) 840-2122/23.

Very truly yours.

WILLIE L. WILLIAMS
Chief of Police
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